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Contact Information 

Go to the RSA corporate web site for regional Customer Support telephone and fax numbers. 

Trademarks 

RSA, the RSA Logo, RSA Archer, RSA Archer Logo, and EMC are either registered trademarks or trademarks of 

EMC Corporation ("EMC") in the United States and/or other countries. All other trademarks used herein are the 

property of their respective owners. For a list of RSA trademarks, go to www.emc.com/legal/emc-corporation-

trademarks.htm. 

License agreement 

This software and the associated documentation are proprietary and confidential to EMC, are furnished under 

license, and may be used and copied only in accordance with the terms of such license and with the inclusion of the 

copyright notice below. This software and the documentation, and any copies thereof, may not be provided or 

otherwise made available to any other person.  

No title to or ownership of the software or documentation or any intellectual property rights thereto is hereby 

transferred. Any unauthorized use or reproduction of this software and the documentation may be subject to civil 

and/or criminal liability.  

This software is subject to change without notice and should not be construed as a commitment by EMC. 

Third-party licenses 

This product may include software developed by parties other than RSA. 

Note on encryption technologies 

This product may contain encryption technology. Many countries prohibit or restrict the use, import, or export of 

encryption technologies, and current use, import, and export regulations should be followed when using, importing or 

exporting this product. 

Note on Section 508 Compliance 

The RSA Archer GRC is built on web technologies which can be used with assistive technologies, such as screen 

readers, magnifiers, and contrast tools. While these tools are not yet fully supported, RSA is committed to improving 

the experience of users of these technologies as part of our ongoing product road map for the RSA Archer GRC. 

Distribution 

Use, copying, and distribution of any EMC software described in this publication requires an applicable software 

license. 

EMC believes the information in this publication is accurate as of its publication date. The information is subject to 

change without notice. 

THE INFORMATION IN THIS PUBLICATION IS PROVIDED "AS IS." EMC CORPORATION MAKES NO 

REPRESENTATIONS OR WARRANTIES OF ANY KIND WITH RESPECT TO THE INFORMATION IN THIS 

PUBLICATION, AND SPECIFICALLY DISCLAIMS IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS 

FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. 

 

Copyright © 2010-2016 EMC Corporation All Rights Reserved. Published in the USA. 
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Preface 
This is a cumulative document that contains all of the Release Notes for the RSA® Archer® GRC 

Platform 6.1 release, as well as subsequent 6.1 service packs and patches.  The document is organized 

in chronological order from the latest release to the earliest release. Use the Bookmarks to locate the 

Release Notes for each release. 

These Release Notes may be updated. The most current version can be found on the RSA Archer 

Community on RSA Link. 

The audience for this document is the RSA Archer GRC administrator. 

For information on what's new and different in release 6.1 and later of the RSA Archer GRC Platform, see 

the RSA Archer GRC 6.1 What's New Guide. 

For information on installing the RSA Archer GRC Platform, see the RSA Archer GRC 6.1 Installation and 

Upgrade Guide. 



Revision History 
Revision Date Description  

2 10/26/2016 Added workaround for accessing the RSA Archer Control 
Panel Help. 

1 9/16/2016 Added procedure to configure SSL communication with 
Advanced Workflow in RSA Archer 6.1 and 6.1.0.1  
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Localized Release 

RSA Archer GRC 6.1 Patch 2 includes localized environments, Online Documentation, ACP Help, and the 

RSA Archer GRC 6.1 Installation and Upgrade Guide in the following languages. 

 Chinese 

 English 

 French 

 German 

 Italian 

 Japanese 

 Portuguese 

 Russian 

 Spanish 

To access localized versions of the release, import the Platform Language for each locale necessary for 

your users. 

Note: The Archer Control Panel help does not open in the Archer Control Panel. The help is available for 

download on RSA Link. 

Procedure 

1. From RSA Link on the RSA Archer 6.1 Translation page, in the Platform Language section, locate 
and download the applicable language package. 

https://community.rsa.com/community/products/archer-grc/archer-customer-partner-
community/platform/61-translations 

2. After the download is complete, open the RSA Archer GRC Platform. 
3. From the Administration Menu, click Globalization. 
4. On the Manage Languages page, click Import next to the language for the applicable locale. 
5. Upload the zip file from the package installation to trigger the import. 
6. After the import is complete, the correct language appears for users in different locales. 
7. To access the Archer Control Panel Help, do the following. 

a) On RSA Link, go to the RSA Archer 6.1 Translations page. 
https://community.rsa.com/community/products/archer-grc/archer-customer-partner-
community/platform/61-translations 

b) Locate and download the applicable Archer 6.1 Control Panel Help_<language> file. 
c) Save the extracted files to the following folder. 

<Install Directory>\Archer Control Panel\Help\<language abbreviation> 
Note: <Install Directory> is often C:\Program Files\RSA Archer. 

d) Open the help from the Archer Control Panel. 
 

https://community.rsa.com/community/products/archer-grc/archer-customer-partner-community/platform/61-translations
https://community.rsa.com/community/products/archer-grc/archer-customer-partner-community/platform/61-translations
https://community.rsa.com/community/products/archer-grc/archer-customer-partner-community/platform/61-translations
https://community.rsa.com/community/products/archer-grc/archer-customer-partner-community/platform/61-translations
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Fixed Issues 
This section lists issues that were fixed in the current release. 

Component Issue ID Original Issue 

ID 

Description 

Access Control ARCHER-24872 ARCHCE-
4271 

On the Dashboard, the My Tasks and 
Show All options are unavailable. 

Discussion 
Forums 

ARCHER-27540 N/A Users cannot see discussion forums on 
posts they created. 

Installer, 
Workflow 

ARCHER-27601 N/A SSL communication between the 
Advanced Workflow service and RSA 
Archer cannot be configured from the 
installer. 

Packaging ARCHER-24809 ARCHCE-
2867 

Global values lists with custom sort 
order enabled are not changed to the 
sort order of the instance. 

Workflow ARCHER-24917 ARCHCE-
4280 

Changes to a notification in Advanced 
Workflow are not saved. 
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Known Issues 
Wherever a workaround or fix is available, it is noted or referenced in detail. For many of the 
workarounds, you must have administrative privileges. 
 

Component Issue ID Description 

Advanced Workflow ARCHER-16477 Advanced Workflow intermittently does not allow 
users to enter text when their cursor is in the text 
box. 

Workaround: 

To edit the text field, do one of the following: 

 If the text field already has text, click the 
close button on the text.  

 If the text fields is an empty field, then 
right-click the Process Properties section 
and select Refresh. 

Advanced Workflow ARCHER-14374 In an Update Content node, after selecting values 
from a hierarchical values list, and then moving 
them back to the Available list, the child values 
are not listed under the correct parent value. 

Advanced Workflow ARCHER-14240 Administrators are not able to use the Workflow 
Process Designer while using private browsing 
on Safari. 

Advanced Workflow, 
Application Builder, 
Workflow 

ARCHER-15944 Enabling Workflow and Advanced Workflow at 
the same time causes problems with the user 
interface and displays invalid messages. Since 
the combination will not be supported in future 
releases, this issue will not be fixed. 

Advanced Workflow, 
Multiple Layouts 

ARCHER-15999 If you copy an application or questionnaire with 
an advanced workflow, any associated layouts 
are copied but are not accessible unless you 
create an advanced workflow in the new 
application or questionnaire. 
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Component Issue ID Description 

Advanced Workflow 

  

ARCHER-19744  Advanced workflows cannot be saved when all 
the existing nodes are deleted, and the following 
error message appears. 

Empty workflow not allowed. 

Workaround: 

Deactivate advanced workflow, instead of 
deleting all the nodes. 

Advanced Workflow 

  

ARCHER-20032  In the Business Impact Analysis application, the 
Update Content node sometimes renders two 
dates for the Next BIA Start Date, but the extra 
date disappears later. 
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Component Issue ID Description 

Advanced Workflow ARCHER-20236 The out-of-the box Advanced Workflows are in a 
uneditable state. If the Archer Administrator 
needs to edit the Advanced Workflows, an RSA-
supplied script must be installed to correct this 
situation. The script is available through 
Customer Support and can be run by the Archer 
installation team or at a later date when the issue 
is encountered. 

Workaround: 

1. Contact RSA Customer Support to obtain 
the script for ARCHER-20236. 

2. Execute the script on the Archer instance 
database(s) with a database account with 
data editing rights. 

3. Verify that the Advanced Workflows are 
now editable, as follows: 

a. Log in to the Archer instance as a 
user with administrative privileges 
to the application with the 
uneditable Advanced Workflow. 

b. From the menu bar, click . 

c. Under Application Builder, click 
Applications. 

d. Select the application with the 
Advanced Workflow that you need 
to edit. 

e. Click the Advanced Workflow tab. 

f. Move the Start node to a different 
position on the grid. 

g. Save the Advanced Workflow. 
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Component Issue ID Description 

API ARCHER-19911 Code written against the DeleteSelections 
RESTful API breaks. This API was not marked 
internal as it should have been and will change in 
the next release.  

Important: Do not use the DeleteSelections 
RESTful API. 

Workaround: 

Delete individual records using the /content/id 
URL with an HTTP DELETE call. 

Appearance, 
Permission 
Architecture 

ARCHER-19968 If a user has only the Read permission to the 
Appearance page, the Save and Reset Default 
buttons look as if the user can make and save 
changes, but they cannot. 

Application Builder ARCHER-12921 If the browser is set to less than 100% 
magnification, Hierarchical Values Lists cannot 
be configured. 

Application Builder ARCHER-16079 The User/Groups field Configuration section does 
not show the correct options when administrators 
change from radio button to values pop-up. 

Application Builder 
ARCHER-17252 Data Driven Event rules have active links to 

actions, however, the actions do not have an 
active link back to the rule. 

Application Builder, 
Charts and Graphs 

ARCHER-20093 If you have a trended field and a trending chart 
on a layout, deleting the trended field causes an 
error when loading the record page. 

Application Builder 
ARCHER-20164 An unhandled exception error appears while 

adding values for a Matrix field in an application. 

Workaround: 

1. Reopen the application. 

2. Edit the matrix field. 

3. Add values as intended. 

4. Save the application. 
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Component Issue ID Description 

Archer Control Panel ARCHER-20066 
In the Archer Control Panel, a new instance 
cannot be added on the server used for services 
only. 

Workaround: 

Use the Archer Control Panel on a web server 
instead of on the services server. 

Archer Control Panel, 
Caching 

ARCHER-19569 In the Archer Control Panel, the Test Availability 
option for the cache service reports success even 
when the cache service is stopped. 

Documentation ARCHER-29893 The Archer Control Panel help does not open in the 
Archer Control Panel.  

 

Workaround: 

To access the Archer Control Panel Help, do the 
following. 

 

1. On RSA Link, go to the RSA Archer 6.1 
Translations page. 
https://community.rsa.com/community/prod
ucts/archer-grc/archer-customer-partner-
community/platform/61-translations 

2. Locate and download the applicable Archer 
6.1 Control Panel Help_<language> file. 

3. Save the extracted files to the following 
folder. 
<Install Directory>\Archer Control 
Panel\Help\<language abbreviation> 
Note: <Install Directory> is often 
C:\Program Files\RSA Archer. 

4. Open the help from the Archer Control 
Panel. 

 

Documentation ARCHCE-3414 The Online Documentation does not explain why 
the number of rows in exported reports in CSV 
and XLS formats does not match the record 
count in the report. 

Explanation: 

The exported report shows an expanded view 
and the report displays a hierarchical view. In the 
exported records, one record takes up more rows 
if the parent and children relationships cover 
multiple lines in expanded view.  

https://community.rsa.com/community/products/archer-grc/archer-customer-partner-community/platform/61-translations
https://community.rsa.com/community/products/archer-grc/archer-customer-partner-community/platform/61-translations
https://community.rsa.com/community/products/archer-grc/archer-customer-partner-community/platform/61-translations
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Component Issue ID Description 

Documentation ARCHCE-3896 The Online Documentation does not explain what 
happens when the report language is different 
from user's language. 

Explanation: 

A report cannot be saved in a different language 
than the user's set language. When a report is 
saved and attempted to be opened in a language 
that is different from the user's language, an error 
appears stating the following: 

The default language for the global report does 
not match the default language of the user. 

Edit Mode ARCHER-13948 Text in a text field masked with IPv6 cannot be 
cleared with the Backspace and Delete buttons. 

Edit Mode ARCHER-20026 Not completing the Title field when inserting a 
URL to a record results in no link. 

Global Search/ 
Record Browser 

ARCHER-20198 Global Search and Record Browser search result 
values on the following fields configured with 
Search Results By Default display as 
[object][object]. 

 User Group 

 Record Permission 

 Attachment 

 External link 

 Cross-reference 

Workaround: 

Transfer the search to the Advanced Search 
format to see the missing data. 
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Component Issue ID Description 

Globalization and 
Localization 

ARCHER-25782 Users in the Japanese locale cannot open the 
Advanced Workflow Designer. 

Workaround:  

Do one of the following.  

 While using the Advanced Workflow 
Designer in Back Office, switch your 
language to English.  
 

a) From the User menu, select User 
Profile. 

b) In the Localization section, click 
Override Language. 

c) In the Language field, select English. 
 

 Create a new user account and set the user 
locale to English. Access the Advanced 
Workflow Designer using that account. 

Inline Edit ARCHER-17523 The rich text editor, available through Inline Edit 
in the Record Browser, has less functionality than 
on the record page. 

Inline Edit ARCHER-17864 In the Record Browser, when using Inline Edit on 
a text area field, the character limit is applied to 
hidden HTML markup characters. 

Inline Edit ARCHER-19873 If the Inline Edit control for a text area field 
containing a very large amount of text is 
activated, the text displays outside the control. 

Inline Edit, Record 
Browser 

ARCHER-19972 
In the Record Browser, Inline Delete is not 
supported in leveled applications. 

Inline Edit, Record 
Browser 

ARCHER-17353 In Inline Edit in the Record Browser, after clicking 
Save, the edited record remains highlighted. 
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Component Issue ID Description 

Installer and Control 
Panel 

ARCHER-19651 When upgrading from Archer 5.3.1, an error can 
occur during the install with a message about the 
attempt to delete the 
ArcherTech.JobFramework.ConfigurationCaching
.exe file.  

Workaround: 

If this error occurs, click Ignore. 

Licensing ARCHER-20197 In certain circumstances, Incident Management 
and Third Party Governance incorrectly appear 
on the Manage Solutions and Licensing Report 
pages. No functionality is available through them 
if they have not been licensed. 

Mobile Sync ARCHER-16617 Sync for Mobile Questionnaires omits prefixes 
and suffixes on numeric fields. 

New Navigation ARCHER-16200 In Internet Explorer 11, when choosing a 
dashboard to set as your home page, clicking the 
scroll bar or up or down arrows in the Workspace 
list closes the dialog box. 

Workaround: 

Use the scroll wheel on your mouse to navigate 
the list of workspaces. 

New Navigation ARCHER-14859 When using the Card format on the Search 
Results page, the position scrolled to on the page 
is not maintained after closing a record. 

New Navigation ARCHER-13229 Users who have only a few workspaces visible 
cannot customize the order in which they appear. 
Administrators for their system, however, still 
can. 

New Navigation ARCHER-17335 If a user has some access rights to administration 
functions, links to areas they do not have access 
to sometimes appear. Clicking these links results 
in an error. 

Offline Audit ARCHER-16545 Inline Edit options display when viewing a cross-
reference field in Offline mode, even when Inline 
Edit is not enabled. 
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Component Issue ID Description 

Operational Risk 
Views 

ARCHER-15525 Print and export are not currently supported for 
Operational Risk Management custom objects. 

Operational Risk 
Views 

ARCHER-16613 Resizing the columns on the Metric grid takes the 
user to the top of the screen. 

Operational Risk 
Views 

ARCHER-20117 
In the Operational Risk Management Self-
Assessment application, users cannot edit 
comments. 

Packaging ARCHER-18138/ 
19920 

An Unhandled Exception during package 
installation occurs in CAST fields. 

Questionnaires ARCHER-16649 In Internet Explorer 11, when adding Question 
fields to a Questionnaire through the Layout tab 
in Application Builder, the fields are listed in a 
very small box. 

Record Browser ARCHER-20125 In certain circumstances, the workflow error 
message does not appear for users in User 
Action nodes when an error occurs. 

Record Browser ARCHER-20062 
In the Record Browser, users with Read and 
Update rights do not see the Edit Record button. 

Record Browser ARCHER-19987 The tab key does not function correctly in a 
custom editor associated with a field. 

Record Browser ARCHER-19985 In Firefox, the Select All checkbox is not selected 
after the first click. 

Record Browser ARCHER-19752 A cross-reference field that references the 
second level of a leveled application cannot be 
edited in the Record Browser through inline edit. 

Record Browser ARCHER-17704 In the Record Browser, hierarchical values list 
values appear on one line, which can be hard to 
read. 

Record Browser ARCHER-14907 In the Column view of a leveled application, scroll 
locations are not preserved for the levels upon 
exiting a record. 

Record Browser ARCHER-14849 In the Record Browser, hierarchical values lists 
can only be filtered at the top-level. Filter results 
do return all levels. 
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Component Issue ID Description 

Scheduler ARCHER-16605 Making rapid changes to a Scheduler 
appointment in quick succession causes an error.  

Workaround: 

After dragging and dropping the appointment, 
wait for the change to apply before making 
another change. 

Search and Search 
Results 

ARCHER-20078 In Internet Explorer 11, an exception is thrown 
when a user tries to cancel the modify search 
criteria window. 

Services, UI ARCHER-19870 When a user session expires, a message 
sometimes appears stating that the system has 
been unable to save session state rather than 
being automatically redirected to the login page.  

Workaround: 

Refresh the page. 

Task-driven landing 
screen, Workspaces 
and Dashboards 

ARCHER-14703 Users with read-only access to RSA Archer GRC 
content cannot re-order workspaces using the 
Show All button. 

Training and 
Awareness 

ARCHER-14306 After users have failed a Training and Awareness 
quiz, they are unable to delete the questions and 
save. 

Workaround: 

Save the quiz before you delete any questions. 

Usability ARCHER-14998 In Safari, when copying fields, moving between 
tabs disables the Alias field. 

Usability ARCHER-15456 When the section divider line on the record page 
is close to the Add New and Lookup features in 
some fields, it can be accidentally collapsed. 

User Admin and 
Preferences 

ARCHER-13566 The Session Timeout Warning appears and 
remains when the user interacts with the UI 
seconds before the warning was to appear. 
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Component Issue ID Description 

Workspaces and 
Dashboards 

ARCHER-20119 If a Canvas iView uses a dark theme, the text 
stays black which makes the iView harder to 
read.  

Workspaces and 
Dashboards 

ARCHER-19897 In some multi-report iViews, the drop-down list for 
the iViews extends across the whole width of the 
iView. 

Workspaces and 
Dashboards 

ARCHER-16739 The arrow position buttons that change the 
display order of solutions in the selected pane of 
the Display option in the Solution Content section 
do not function correctly. 

Workaround: 

Move the first solution to the second position first 
by selecting it, and then clicking on the Down 
Arrow. 

Workspaces and 
Dashboards 

ARCHER-20175 Saving an iView with an existing iView name 
results in a blank screen for the popup, forcing 
the user to refresh the page and start again. 
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Fixed Issues 
This section lists issues that were fixed in the current release. 

Component Issue ID Original Issue 

ID 

Description 

ACP ARCHER-24502 ARCHCE-
4113 

Unclear load balancing documentation 
was remediated. 

ACP ARCHER-24512 ARCHCE-
3655 

In the Archer Control Panel, in the Job 
Engine Manager plugin, the label text 
for Discontinue Job Processing no 
longer incorrectly contains \r\n. 

ACP ARCHER-24157 ARCHCE-
3656 

The UserReassignmentJobHandler job 
type is now included for selection in job 
filtering settings in the Job Engine 
plugin of the Archer Control Panel. 

ACR ARCHER-24721 ARCHCE-
4160 

The Archer Configuration Report no 
longer displays an error when inserting 
reports into the database under certain 
date and locale conditions. 

API (Web, 
Rest, other) 

ARCHER-24526 ARCHCE-
3974 

The Lookupdomainuserid API is no 
longer case sensitive. 

Application 
Builder 

ARCHER-24064 ARCHCE-
4143 

Copying an application with a subform 
that does not have display fields no 
longer causes an error. 

Application 
Builder 

ARCHER-24044 ARCHCE-
3591 

When changing the alias of the Values 
List field, the alias of the Values List 
that the field is associated with will also 
be changed to the updated value as 
long as Values List is field specific 
(custom). 

Application 
Builder 

ARCHER-24814 ARCHCE-
3849 

Deleting Images From Global Values 
List - "Add Image" Window doesn't 
error out when no other images are in 
use. 

Database ARCHER-24094 ARCHCE-
4157 

usp_get_object_content_field_history 
was updated to include a new 
procedure. 
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Component Issue ID Original Issue 

ID 

Description 

Documentation ARCHER-24838 ARCHCE-
4117 

The Pre-Installation Checklist in the 
RSA Archer GRC 6.1 Installation and 
Upgrade Guide now informs users that 
they can use the English language 
Microsoft Filter Pack when installing in 
a supported language other than 
English. 

Documentation ARCHER-25068 ARCHCE-
4302 

The "Verify URL Rewrite Rule" topic in 
the RSA Archer GRC 6.1 Installation 
and Upgrade Guide now includes the 
correct port number. 

HTML 
Sanitizer 

ARCHER-24435 ARCHCE-
3960 

The ASP.NET redirection method is 
now used when session timeout 
expires instead of page forwarding. 

Logging, 
Notifications 

ARCHER-24327 ARCHCE-
4020 

Notifications no longer log errors for 
unlicensed applications. 

Notifications ARCHER-24658 ARCHCE-58 A notification with a link containing an 
ampersand now saves correctly on the 
second save. 

Notifications ARCHER-24634 ARCHCE-
3803 

If a text field is changed to a different 
Mask Type than email, all notifications 
using that field as a Recipient Type are 
updated to remove the field as the 
Recipient User. 

Packaging ARCHER-24375 ARCHCE-
3074 

If there is no currently selected value or 
the value in the package is equal to the 
value on the server, the "Require users 
to enter supporting information when 
they select this value" button in values 
list values now updates through 
packaging. 

Questionnaires
, Record Page 

ARCHER-24457 ARCHCE-
4012 

The record page does not display an 
error if a user is deleted from the 
database (via DB script), the 
application has a History Log field, and 
the deleted user made all the changes 
to the content 
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Component Issue ID Original Issue 

ID 

Description 

Record 
Browser 

ARCHER-24286 ARCHCE-
3893 

Removed calls to 
/Service/SessionStateService.svc/GetB
yStateId (SSIDGET). 

Record Page ARCHER-24104 ARCHCE-
4036 

The History Log field now captures the 
user's middle name when tracking the 
Record Permission field. The middle 
name is still missing from existing 
history log entries. New history log 
entries track middle, first, and last 
names. 

Record Page ARCHER-24203 ARCHCE-
4217 

The pop-up window no longer 
encounters an error when closing. 

Record Page ARCHER-24473 ARCHCE-
4151 

The logic now counts the number of 
Requests versus Responses. 

Training and 
Awareness 

ARCHER-24374 ARCHCE-
3432 

Training and Awareness attachments 
links now navigate to the attachments. 

Workflow ARCHER-24376 ARCHCE-
4175 

The correct 
ArcherTech.Services.WorklflowService.
exe.config appsettings are now in 
Workflow Only installation. 

Workflow ARCHER-24087 ARCHCE-
4166 

The Advanced Workflow tab in Manage 
Applications now successfully loads 
even if the instance name contains a 
space. 

Workflow ARCHER-24208 ARCHCE-
4171 

The Advanced Workflow service now 
successfully starts even if the name of 
the 509 certificate specified during 
installation is not "RSA Archer 
Configuration". 

Workflow ARCHER-24765 ARCHCE-
3806 

Users can now copy records with the 
User/Group List or Record Permission 
field when no users are assigned. 

Workflow ARCHER-24855 ARCHCE-
4286 

The Advanced Workflow user interface 
was upgraded to resolve issues. 
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Known Issues 
Wherever a workaround or fix is available, it is noted or referenced in detail. For many of the 
workarounds, you must have administrative privileges. 
 

Component Issue ID Description 

Advanced Workflow ARCHER-16477 Advanced Workflow intermittently does not allow 
users to enter text when their cursor is in the text 
box. 

Workaround: 

To edit the text field, do one of the following: 

 If the text field already has text, click the 
close button on the text.  

 If the text fields is an empty field, then 
right-click the Process Properties section 
and select Refresh. 

Advanced Workflow ARCHER-14374 In an Update Content node, after selecting values 
from a hierarchical values list, and then moving 
them back to the Available list, the child values 
are not listed under the correct parent value. 

Advanced Workflow ARCHER-14240 Administrators are not able to use the Workflow 
Process Designer while using private browsing 
on Safari. 

Advanced Workflow, 
Application Builder, 
Workflow 

ARCHER-15944 Enabling Workflow and Advanced Workflow at 
the same time causes problems with the user 
interface and displays invalid messages. Since 
the combination will not be supported in future 
releases, this issue will not be fixed. 

Advanced Workflow, 
Multiple Layouts 

ARCHER-15999 If you copy an application or questionnaire with 
an advanced workflow, any associated layouts 
are copied but are not accessible unless you 
create an advanced workflow in the new 
application or questionnaire. 
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Component Issue ID Description 

Advanced Workflow 

  

ARCHER-19744  Advanced workflows cannot be saved when all 
the existing nodes are deleted, and the following 
error message appears. 

Empty workflow not allowed. 

Workaround: 

Deactivate advanced workflow, instead of 
deleting all the nodes. 

Advanced Workflow 

  

ARCHER-20032  In the Business Impact Analysis application, the 
Update Content node sometimes renders two 
dates for the Next BIA Start Date, but the extra 
date disappears later. 
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Component Issue ID Description 

Advanced Workflow ARCHER-20236 The out-of-the box Advanced Workflows are in a 
uneditable state. If the Archer Administrator 
needs to edit the Advanced Workflows, an RSA-
supplied script must be installed to correct this 
situation. The script is available through 
Customer Support and can be run by the Archer 
installation team or at a later date when the issue 
is encountered. 

Workaround: 

1. Contact RSA Customer Support to obtain 
the script for ARCHER-20236. 

2. Execute the script on the Archer instance 
database(s) with a database account with 
data editing rights. 

3. Verify that the Advanced Workflows are 
now editable, as follows: 

a. Log in to the Archer instance as a 
user with administrative privileges 
to the application with the 
uneditable Advanced Workflow. 

b. From the menu bar, click . 

c. Under Application Builder, click 
Applications. 

d. Select the application with the 
Advanced Workflow that you need 
to edit. 

e. Click the Advanced Workflow tab. 

f. Move the Start node to a different 
position on the grid. 

g. Save the Advanced Workflow. 
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API ARCHER-19911 Code written against the DeleteSelections 
RESTful API breaks. This API was not marked 
internal as it should have been and will change in 
the next release.  

Important: Do not use the DeleteSelections 
RESTful API. 

Workaround: 

Delete individual records using the /content/id 
URL with an HTTP DELETE call. 

Appearance, 
Permission 
Architecture 

ARCHER-19968 If a user has only the Read permission to the 
Appearance page, the Save and Reset Default 
buttons look as if the user can make and save 
changes, but they cannot. 

Application Builder ARCHER-12921 If the browser is set to less than 100% 
magnification, Hierarchical Values Lists cannot 
be configured. 

Application Builder ARCHER-16079 The User/Groups field Configuration section does 
not show the correct options when administrators 
change from radio button to values pop-up. 

Application Builder 
ARCHER-17252 Data Driven Event rules have active links to 

actions, however, the actions do not have an 
active link back to the rule. 

Application Builder, 
Charts and Graphs 

ARCHER-20093 If you have a trended field and a trending chart 
on a layout, deleting the trended field causes an 
error when loading the record page. 

Application Builder 
ARCHER-20164 An unhandled exception error appears while 

adding values for a Matrix field in an application. 

Workaround: 

1. Reopen the application. 

2. Edit the matrix field. 

3. Add values as intended. 

4. Save the application. 
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Archer Control Panel ARCHER-20066 
In the Archer Control Panel, a new instance 
cannot be added on the server used for services 
only. 

Workaround: 

Use the Archer Control Panel on a web server 
instead of on the services server. 

Archer Control Panel, 
Caching 

ARCHER-19569 In the Archer Control Panel, the Test Availability 
option for the cache service reports success even 
when the cache service is stopped. 

Documentation ARCHCE-3414 
The Online Documentation does not explain why 
the number of rows in exported reports in CSV 
and XLS formats does not match the record 
count in the report. 

Explanation: 

The exported report shows an expanded view 
and the report displays a hierarchical view. In the 
exported records, one record takes up more rows 
if the parent and children relationships cover 
multiple lines in expanded view.  

Documentation ARCHCE-3896 The Online Documentation does not explain what 
happens when the report language is different 
from user's language. 

Explanation: 

A report cannot be saved in a different language 
than the user's set language. When a report is 
saved and attempted to be opened in a language 
that is different from the user's language, an error 
appears stating the following: 

The default language for the global report does 
not match the default language of the user. 

Edit Mode ARCHER-13948 Text in a text field masked with IPv6 cannot be 
cleared with the Backspace and Delete buttons. 

Edit Mode ARCHER-20026 Not completing the Title field when inserting a 
URL to a record results in no link. 
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Component Issue ID Description 

Global Search/ 
Record Browser 

ARCHER-20198 Global Search and Record Browser search result 
values on the following fields configured with 
Search Results By Default display as 
[object][object]. 

 User Group 

 Record Permission 

 Attachment 

 External link 

 Cross-reference 

Workaround: 

Transfer the search to the Advanced Search 
format to see the missing data. 

Inline Edit ARCHER-17523 The rich text editor, available through Inline Edit 
in the Record Browser, has less functionality than 
on the record page. 

Inline Edit ARCHER-17864 In the Record Browser, when using Inline Edit on 
a text area field, the character limit is applied to 
hidden HTML markup characters. 

Inline Edit ARCHER-19873 If the Inline Edit control for a text area field 
containing a very large amount of text is 
activated, the text displays outside of the control. 

Inline Edit, Record 
Browser 

ARCHER-19972 
In the Record Browser, Inline Delete is not 
supported in leveled applications. 

Inline Edit, Record 
Browser 

ARCHER-17353 In Inline Edit in the Record Browser, after clicking 
Save, the edited record remains highlighted. 

Installer and Control 
Panel 

ARCHER-19651 When upgrading from Archer 5.3.1, an error can 
occur during the install with a message about the 
attempt to delete the 
ArcherTech.JobFramework.ConfigurationCaching
.exe file.  

Workaround: 

If this error occurs, click Ignore. 
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Component Issue ID Description 

Licensing ARCHER-20197 In certain circumstances, Incident Management 
and Third Party Governance incorrectly appear 
on the Manage Solutions and Licensing Report 
pages. No functionality is available through them 
if they have not been licensed. 

Mobile Sync ARCHER-16617 Sync for Mobile Questionnaires omits prefixes 
and suffixes on numeric fields. 

New Navigation ARCHER-16200 In Internet Explorer 11, when choosing a 
dashboard to set as your home page, clicking the 
scroll bar or up or down arrows in the Workspace 
list closes the dialog box. 

Workaround: 

Use the scroll wheel on your mouse to navigate 
the list of workspaces. 

New Navigation ARCHER-14859 When using the Card format on the Search 
Results page, the position scrolled to on the page 
is not maintained after closing a record. 

New Navigation ARCHER-13229 Users who have only a few workspaces visible 
cannot customize the order in which they appear. 
Administrators for their system, however, still 
can. 

New Navigation ARCHER-17335 If a user has some access rights to administration 
functions, links to areas they do not have access 
to sometimes appear. Clicking these links results 
in an error. 

Offline Audit ARCHER-16545 Inline Edit options display when viewing a cross-
reference field in Offline mode, even when Inline 
Edit is not enabled. 

Operational Risk 
Views 

ARCHER-15525 Print and export are not currently supported for 
Operational Risk Management custom objects. 

Operational Risk 
Views 

ARCHER-16613 Resizing the columns on the Metric grid takes the 
user to the top of the screen. 

Operational Risk 
Views 

ARCHER-20117 
In the Operational Risk Management Self-
Assessment application, users cannot edit 
comments. 
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Packaging ARCHER-18138/ 
19920 

An Unhandled Exception during package 
installation occurs in CAST fields. 

Questionnaires ARCHER-16649 In Internet Explorer 11, when adding Question 
fields to a Questionnaire through the Layout tab 
in Application Builder, the fields are listed in a 
very small box. 

Record Browser ARCHER-20125 In certain circumstances, the workflow error 
message does not appear for users in User 
Action nodes when an error occurs. 

Record Browser ARCHER-20062 
In the Record Browser, users with Read and 
Update rights do not see the Edit Record button. 

Record Browser ARCHER-19987 The tab key does not function correctly in a 
custom editor associated with a field. 

Record Browser ARCHER-19985 In Firefox, the Select All checkbox is not selected 
after the first click. 

Record Browser ARCHER-19752 A cross-reference field that references the 
second level of a leveled application cannot be 
edited in the Record Browser through inline edit. 

Record Browser ARCHER-17704 In the Record Browser, hierarchical values list 
values appear on one line, which can be hard to 
read. 

Record Browser ARCHER-14907 In the Column view of a leveled application, scroll 
locations are not preserved for the levels upon 
exiting a record. 

Record Browser ARCHER-14849 In the Record Browser, hierarchical values lists 
can only be filtered at the top-level. Filter results 
do return all levels. 

Scheduler ARCHER-16605 Making rapid changes to a Scheduler 
appointment in quick succession causes an error.  

Workaround: 

After dragging and dropping the appointment, 
wait for the change to apply before making 
another change. 
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Search and Search 
Results 

ARCHER-20078 In Internet Explorer 11, an exception is thrown 
when a user tries to cancel the modify search 
criteria window. 

Services, UI ARCHER-19870 When a user session expires, a message 
sometimes appears stating that the system has 
been unable to save session state rather than 
being automatically redirected to the login page.  

Workaround: 

Refresh the page. 

Task-driven landing 
screen, Workspaces 
and Dashboards 

ARCHER-14703 Users with read-only access to RSA Archer GRC 
content cannot re-order workspaces using the 
Show All button. 

Training and 
Awareness 

ARCHER-14306 After users have failed a Training and Awareness 
quiz, they are unable to delete the questions and 
save. 

Workaround: 

Save the quiz before you delete any questions. 

Usability ARCHER-14998 In Safari, when copying fields, moving between 
tabs disables the Alias field. 

Usability ARCHER-15456 When the section divider line on the record page 
is close to the Add New and Lookup features in 
some fields, it can be accidentally collapsed. 

User Admin and 
Preferences 

ARCHER-13566 The Session Timeout Warning appears and 
remains when the user interacts with the UI 
seconds before the warning was to appear. 

Workspaces and 
Dashboards 

ARCHER-20119 If a Canvas iView uses a dark theme, the text 
stays black which makes the iView harder to 
read.  

Workspaces and 
Dashboards 

ARCHER-19897 In some multi-report iViews, the drop-down list for 
the iViews extends across the whole width of the 
iView. 
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Workspaces and 
Dashboards 

ARCHER-16739 The arrow position buttons that change the 
display order of solutions in the selected pane of 
the Display option in the Solution Content section 
do not function correctly. 

Workaround: 

Move the first solution to the second position first 
by selecting it, and then clicking on the Down 
Arrow. 

Workspaces and 
Dashboards 

ARCHER-20175 Saving an iView with an existing iView name 
results in a blank screen for the popup, forcing 
the user to refresh the page and start again. 
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Fixed Issues 
This section lists issues that were fixed in the current release. 

Component Issue Description 

Access Control ARCHER-16740 If, when adding and removing a role from a user, 

the default role is removed, a message 

incorrectly states that there are no roles. 

Advanced Workflow ARCHER-11878 When the Update Content node does not update 

content, the validation message does not appear. 

Advanced Workflow ARCHER-12348 When configuring workflows on leveled 

applications, the first level workflow must be 

allowed to load before the user can switch to the 

second level. 

Advanced Workflow ARCHER-12483 The Workflow Process Designer screen turns 

black if left idle for too long. 

Advanced Workflow ARCHER-12488 In an Update Content node, when a values list 

only accepts single values, the control to select 

them appears to allow multiples. 

Advanced Workflow ARCHER-12765 In an Update Content node, in the Designer, the 

names of fields used in the node appear to be 

editable, although they cannot actually be saved. 

Advanced Workflow, 

Multiple Layouts 

ARCHER-12948 When a layout associated with a node is deleted, 

the ID of the deleted layout is displayed. 

Advanced Workflow ARCHER-13351 The Evaluate Content node allows the user to 

configure invalid logic. 
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Component Issue Description 

Advanced Workflow, 

Application Builder 

ARCHER-13496  When configuring a User Action node, in the 

Tasks section, the Form Field and Free Form 

radio buttons have been renamed to Choose 

Field and Enter Text respectively. 

Advanced Workflow, 

Application Builder 

ARCHER-13503 In an Update Content node, if you attempt to 

update a Text field that was configured as a 

Unique Field, you are unable to see the validation 

reminder without scrolling in the dialog box. 

Advanced Workflow ARCHER-14229 When creating an advanced workflow, the user 

must use the Save Workflow button on the 

Workflow Process Designer before saving the 

application. 

Advanced Workflow ARCHER-14313 The description of nodes repeat the name of the 

node and are not helpful. 

Advanced Workflow ARCHER-14380 After collapsing the side panels in the Workflow 

Process Designer, the grid lines are not 

expanded. 

Advanced Workflow ARCHER-14962 In Internet Explorer 11, Modeler Toolbox items 

incorrectly retain highlighting in Advanced 

Workflow. 

Advanced Workflow ARCHER-14964 In Advanced Workflow, the Text Node Properties 

panel is collapsed when loaded. 

Advanced Workflow ARCHER-14974 The node validation error message shows the 

node ID instead of the node name. 

Advanced Workflow, 

Application Builder 

ARCHER-14982 A validation error states that the user has 

exceeded the maximum number of transitions, 

but does not indicate what the maximum is. 
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Component Issue Description 

Advanced Workflow ARCHER-15484 The Fields pop-up window for Advanced 

Workflow can appear after repeatedly clicking a 

User Action node. 

Advanced Workflow ARCHER-15585 Validation error messages sometimes display for 

fields that are not required. 

Advanced Workflow ARCHER-15810 Record Creator does not appear as a 

configurable item in the Update Content node 

User/Groups field. 

Advanced Workflow ARCHER-15936 A workflow handler pop-up displays when a user 

moves to other tabs before the Advanced 

Workflow tab loads. 

Advanced Workflow ARCHER-16113 Text does not adjust itself during expansion of the 

Node Properties panel. 

Advanced Workflow, 

Search and Search 

Results 

ARCHER-16307 In a content record enrolled in an advanced 

workflow, a warning message to save the record 

may appear, even though the workflow is already 

complete. 

Advanced Workflow ARCHER-16727 When the Update Content node updates a text 

field, the record count is not correct. 

Advanced Workflow, 

Installer 

ARCHER- 19780 Advanced Workflow log displays "No Endpoint 

Listening" error during install, but Advanced 

Workflow operates correctly after install. 

Appearance ARCHER-17500 In the Record Browser, the numeric field negative 

number is selected in the display format. 

Appearance ARCHER-14692 Copyright information is not visible in the footer. 
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Component Issue Description 

Appearance ARCHER-14967 After displaying a record returned through a 

Global Search, closing the record displays page 1 

of the search results instead of the page that 

contains the record. 

Appearance ARCHER-16270 For system administrators, after clicking Show All 

there is no horizontal scroll bar visible for moving 

left or right. 

Appearance ARCHER-16801 When a user makes an inline edit change on the 

search page and then clicks on a Menu Bar item 

without saving, the user is not prompted to save 

and continue. 

Application Builder ARCHER- 12352 In Administrative Quick Links, when a user closes 

any Manage Name page, the Policy Center 

iFrame overlaps the Administration iFrame. 

Application Builder ARCHER-15412 When you add a new field from the Layout tab, 

hovering your cursor over a field type does not 

highlight the type. 

Application Builder ARCHER-16449 Administrators cannot copy the Business 

Processes application without removing the Child 

Processes field from Display Fields. 

Content Save 

and Delete 

ARCHER- 16708 Users can sporadically be taken back to the 

dashboard page when closing out of a saved 

cross-reference record. 

Data Import ARCHER-16105 The progress indicator on data imports changes 

from one shade of white to another upon 

completion. This may cause confusion about 

whether the job successfully completed. 
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Component Issue Description 

Discussion Forums ARCHER-15909 Clicking the Save button multiple times when 

adding new or replying to a Discussion Forum 

message does not appear to save the work. 

Edit Mode, Inline Edit ARCHER-13559 If there is an attachment field in a layout, clicking 

Enter in Text and Values List fields opens the 

attachment pop-up. 

Edit Mode ARCHER-13379 Clicking the Down arrow or clicking twice when 

populating a Values List or MRDC field results in 

unexpected results overlaying the expected 

results. 

Edit Mode ARCHER-15482 When editing campaigns, the mouse cursor may 

remain at the text editing icon even when the 

user tries to move the mouse away. 

Global Search ARCHER-15387 In Global Search, the symbol operator for AND 

(&&) does not function correctly for Transfer to 

Search. 

Globalization and 

Localization 

ARCHER-17558 Some plugins are not translated in Archer Control 

Panel. 

Inline Edit, Simple 

Search 

ARCHER-14640 Inline Edit is not available in the Record Browser. 

Inline Edit ARCHER-16625 Bulk Delete is not available in the Record 

Browser. 

Inline Edit ARCHER- 17549 In the Record Browser, users cannot use Inline 

Edit if a cross-reference field is empty. 

Installer and Control 

Panel 

ARCHER-16659 The installer now checks both the 64-bit and 32-

bit registry views for the JRE. 
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Navigation Menu ARCHER- 13841 In the Navigation Menu, when the Enable the By 

Reference(s) menu item is applied, the selected 

menu items are not selected. 

New Navigation ARCHER-13232 In the Record Browser for a leveled application, 

the arrow is not styled. 

New Navigation ARCHER-14159 In the menu bar, the solution clicked on does not 

display an expand arrow to show the 

applications. 

New Navigation, 

Usability 

ARCHER-14206 When moving a workspace from the bottom of 

the page to the top while reordering, the page 

does not automatically scroll up. 

New Navigation ARCHER-14379 The loading screen for record and administration 

pages displays the duplicated message "Loading 

Application". 

New Navigation ARCHER-14679 Archived tasks with long descriptions appear 

below the completed checkmark instead of next 

to it. 

New Navigation ARCHER- 14904 In Internet Explorer 10, the Video iView blocks 

the workspace behind it. 

New Navigation ARCHER- 14919 Manage Subscription Notifications is not on the 

Quick Links page. 

New Navigation ARCHER-14921 For Quick Links, external HTTP or HTTPS web 

sites do not load in the existing window. 

New Navigation ARCHER-15513 In the Administration menu, hovering over a 

shortened menu option displays the remaining 

text on top of the next link. 
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New Navigation ARCHER-15556 Upon clicking Show All, the navigation does not 

fit in the browser. 

New Navigation ARCHER- 15912 The Navigation Menu does not collapse when the 

mouse is moved away. 

New Navigation ARCHER-17658 The left alignment of each sub-menu item in the 

left-hand Administration menu varies slightly, 

causing the items to be misaligned with each 

other vertically. 

Online 

Documentation 

ARCHER-16743 Viewing videos in Internet Explorer requires 

Windows Media Player and ActiveX.  

Operational Risk 

Views 

ARCHER- 15576 Newly added risk register records in the Process, 

Risk and Controls Self-Assessment (PRCSA) are 

not being sorted. 

Operational Risk 

Views 

ARCHER- 15571 The Content Save message disappears too 

quickly while adding existing process to a PRCSA 

record. 

Operational Risk 

Views 

ARCHER-15818 The Processes menu in the Self Assessment 

application can display unexpected scroll bars. 

Packaging ARCHER-16804 After package install, the custom User-Initiated 

workflow button is duplicated. 

Print and Export ARCHER-17494 Clicking Print in the Control Procedure results in 

a blank new window. 

Questionnaires ARCHER-16662 The Created Date and Last Updated Date fields 

do not display in the header section of a 

questionnaire record if the fields are not on the 

layout. 
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Record Browser ARCHER- 14257 There is no Filter By heading above the filters in 

the Record Browser. 

Record Browser ARCHER- 17403 In the Record Browser, if Inline Edit, Inline 

Delete, or Bulk Delete is enabled, when a user 

clicks a blank or empty area below the last 

record, the selections are reset. 

Scheduler ARCHER-16605 Making multiple changes to a Scheduler 

appointment in quick succession causes an error.  

Scheduler ARCHER- 17845 After creating an appointment for any resource, 

the scheduler grid Date field disappears. 

Search and Search 

Results 

ARCHER-16650 In the Record Browser, suffixes appended to 

Tracking IDs do not display. 

Search and Search 

Results 

ARCHER-16656 Including certain special characters in a Values 

List value creates a duplicate value that contains 

the character. 

Search and Search 

Results 

ARCHER-16651 In the Record Browser, Application Level names 

beginning with a number appear with an initial 

underscore character. 

Search and Search 

Results 

ARCHER-17528 In the Record Browser, in a leveled application, 

the cross-reference ID field is not displayed 

correctly. 

Simple Search ARCHER-15658 In Leveled Search, the view toggle between 

Column and Document does not show the current 

view. 

Solutions ARCHER- 10914 The description of GVL:Priority states that it has a 

default value of Low, but this is not correct. 
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Task-driven landing 

screen 

ARCHER-14853 Calculated fields appear in the activity history as 

edited by a user, despite the user having edited a 

different field. 

Task-driven landing 

screen 

ARCHER-14906 When no archived tasks exist, the Archived 

section in the Tasks widget does not collapse. 

Task-driven landing 

screen 

ARCHER-15700 In Firefox, a task in the Tasks widget that is 

created by an advanced workflow can appear 

misaligned with the bullet. 

Task-driven landing 

screen 

ARCHER-16265 The Tasks widget does not show the year in the 

due date. 

Training and 

Awareness 

ARCHER-16752 Clicking content tabs in a presentation, 

acceptance, or quiz event triggers an endless 

loading screen, but you can accept or skip the 

event after refreshing the page. 

Usability ARCHER-15396 After running a global search, the Close icon on 

the menu bar is disabled. 

 Usability ARCHER-16541 When using InPrivate Browsing in Internet 

Explorer 10, field types are displayed without 

being grouped into categories on the Add New 

field page. 

User Admin and 

Preferences 

ARCHER-14837 Core workspaces cannot be removed from the 

menu bar, even if deselected on the Personalize 

Workspace Display page. 

View Mode (Record) ARCHER-13718 There is an unstyled button on the top of the 

Calculation Error page. 

Workspaces and 

Dashboards 

ARCHER-13721 The workspace does not refresh after adding a 

personal dashboard. 
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Workspaces and 

Dashboards 

ARCHER-13905 After closing the Edit Workspace Properties 

page, the following error message appears:  

The requested entry was not found in the cache. 

Workspaces and 

Dashboards 

ARCHER-15316 On new global iView pages, filters such as Name, 

Type, Folder, Last Updated, and Updated By do 

not work. 

 

 

Known Issues 
Wherever a workaround or fix is available, it is noted or referenced in detail. For many of the 

workarounds, you must have administrative privileges. 

Component Issue Description 

Advanced Workflow ARCHER-16477 Advanced Workflow intermittently does not allow 

users to enter text when their cursor is in the 

text box. 

Workaround: 

To edit the text field, do one of the following: 

 If the text field already has text, click the 

close button on the text.  

 If the text fields is an empty field, then right-

click the Process Properties section and 

select Refresh. 

Advanced Workflow ARCHER-14374 In an Update Content node, after selecting 

values from a hierarchical values list, and then 

moving them back to the Available list, the child 

values are not listed under the correct parent 

value. 
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Component Issue Description 

Advanced Workflow ARCHER-14240 Administrators are not able to use the Workflow 

Process Designer while using private browsing 

on Safari. 

Advanced Workflow, 

Application Builder, 

Workflow 

ARCHER-15944 Enabling Workflow and Advanced Workflow at 

the same time causes problems with the user 

interface and displays invalid messages. Since 

the combination will not be supported in future 

releases, this issue will not be fixed. 

Advanced Workflow, 

Multiple Layouts 

ARCHER-15999 If you copy an application or questionnaire with 

an advanced workflow, any associated layouts 

are copied but are not accessible unless you 

create an advanced workflow in the new 

application or questionnaire. 

Advanced Workflow 

  

ARCHER-19744  Advanced workflows cannot be saved when all 

the existing nodes are deleted, and the following 

error message appears. 

Empty workflow not allowed. 

Workaround: 

Deactivate advanced workflow, instead of 

deleting all the nodes. 

Advanced Workflow 

  

ARCHER-20032  In the Business Impact Analysis application, the 

Update Content node sometimes renders two 

dates for the Next BIA Start Date, but the extra 

date disappears later. 
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Component Issue Description 

Advanced Workflow ARCHER-20236 The out-of-the box Advanced Workflows are in a 

uneditable state. If the Archer Administrator 

needs to edit the Advanced Workflows, an RSA-

supplied script must be installed to correct this 

situation. The script is available through 

Customer Support and can be run by the Archer 

installation team or at a later date when the 

issue is encountered. 

Workaround: 

1. Contact RSA Customer Support to 

obtain the script for ARCHER-20236. 

2. Execute the script on the Archer 

instance database(s) with a database 

account with data editing rights. 

3. Verify that the Advanced Workflows are 

now editable, as follows: 

a. Log in to the Archer instance as a 

user with administrative 

privileges to the application with 

the uneditable Advanced 

Workflow. 

b. From the menu bar, click 

. 

c. Under Application Builder, click 

Applications. 

d. Select the application with the 

Advanced Workflow that you 

need to edit. 

e. Click the Advanced Workflow tab. 

f. Move the Start node to a different 

position on the grid. 

g. Save the Advanced Workflow. 
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API ARCHER-19911 Code written against the DeleteSelections 

RESTful API breaks. This API was not marked 

internal as it should have been and will change 

in the next release.  

Important: Do not use the DeleteSelections 

RESTful API. 

Workaround: 

Delete individual records using the /content/id 

URL with an HTTP DELETE call. 

Appearance, 

Permission 

Architecture 

ARCHER-19968 If a user has only the Read permission to the 

Appearance page, the Save and Reset Default 

buttons look as if the user can make and save 

changes, but they cannot. 

Application Builder ARCHER-12921 If the browser is set to less than 100% 

magnification, Hierarchical Values Lists cannot 

be configured. 

Application Builder ARCHER-16079 The User/Groups field Configuration section 

does not show the correct options when 

administrators change from radio button to 

values pop-up. 

Application Builder ARCHER-17252 Data Driven Event rules have active links to 

actions, however, the actions do not have an 

active link back to the rule. 

Application Builder, 

Charts and Graphs 

ARCHER-20093 If you have a trended field and a trending chart 

on a layout, deleting the trended field causes an 

error when loading the record page. 
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Application Builder ARCHER-20164 An unhandled exception error appears while 

adding values for a Matrix field in an application. 

Workaround: 

1. Reopen the application. 

2. Edit the matrix field. 

3. Add values as intended. 

4. Save the application. 

Archer Control Panel ARCHER-20066 In the Archer Control Panel, a new instance 

cannot be added on the server used for services 

only. 

Workaround: 

Use the Archer Control Panel on a web server 

instead of on the services server. 

Archer Control 

Panel, Caching 

ARCHER-19569 In the Archer Control Panel, the Test Availability 

option for the cache service reports success 

even when the cache service is stopped. 

Documentation ARCHCE-3414 The Online Documentation does not explain 

why the number of rows in exported reports in 

CSV and XLS formats does not match the 

record count in the report. 

Explanation: 

The exported report shows an expanded view 

and the report displays a hierarchical view. In 

the exported records, one record takes up more 

rows if the parent and children relationships 

cover multiple lines in expanded view.  
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Documentation ARCHCE-3896 The Online Documentation does not explain 

what happens when the report language is 

different from user's language. 

Explanation: 

A report cannot be saved in a different language 

than the user's set language. When a report is 

saved and attempted to be opened in a 

language that is different from the user's 

language, an error appears stating the following: 

The default language for the global report does 

not match the default language of the user. 

Edit Mode ARCHER-13948 Text in a text field masked with IPv6 cannot be 

cleared with the Backspace and Delete buttons. 

Edit Mode ARCHER-20026 Not completing the Title field when inserting a 

URL to a record results in no link. 

Global Search/ 

Record Browser 

ARCHER-20198 Global Search and Record Browser search 

result values on the following fields configured 

with Search Results By Default display as 

[object][object]. 

 User Group 

 Record Permission 

 Attachment 

 External link 

 Cross-reference 

Workaround: 

Transfer the search to the Advanced Search 

format to see the missing data. 

Inline Edit ARCHER-17523 The rich text editor, available through Inline Edit 

in the Record Browser, has less functionality 

than on the record page. 
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Inline Edit ARCHER-17864 In the Record Browser, when using Inline Edit 

on a text area field, the character limit is applied 

to hidden HTML markup characters. 

Inline Edit ARCHER-19873 If the Inline Edit control for a text area field 

containing a very large amount of text is 

activated, the text displays outside the control. 

Inline Edit, Record 

Browser 

ARCHER-19972 In the Record Browser, Inline Delete is not 

supported in leveled applications. 

Inline Edit, Record 

Browser 

ARCHER-17353 In Inline Edit in the Record Browser, after 

clicking Save, the edited record remains 

highlighted. 

Installer and Control 

Panel 

ARCHER-19651 When upgrading from Archer 5.3.1, an error can 

occur during the install with a message about 

the attempt to delete the 

ArcherTech.JobFramework.ConfigurationCachin

g.exe file.  

Workaround: 

If this error occurs, click Ignore. 

Licensing ARCHER-20197 In certain circumstances, Incident Management 

and Third Party Governance incorrectly appear 

on the Manage Solutions and Licensing Report 

pages. No functionality is available through 

them if they have not been licensed. 

Mobile Sync ARCHER-16617 Sync for Mobile Questionnaires omits prefixes 

and suffixes on numeric fields. 
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New Navigation ARCHER-16200 In Internet Explorer 11, when choosing a 

dashboard to set as your home page, clicking 

the scroll bar or up or down arrows in the 

Workspace list closes the dialog box. 

Workaround: 

Use the scroll wheel on your mouse to navigate 

the list of workspaces. 

New Navigation ARCHER-14859 When using the Card format on the Search 

Results page, the position scrolled to on the 

page is not maintained after closing a record. 

New Navigation ARCHER-13229 Users who have only a few workspaces visible 

cannot customize the order in which they 

appear. Administrators for their system, 

however, still can. 

New Navigation ARCHER-17335 If a user has some access rights to 

administration functions, links to areas they do 

not have access to sometimes appear. Clicking 

these links results in an error. 

Offline Audit ARCHER-16545 Inline Edit options display when viewing a cross-

reference field in Offline mode, even when Inline 

Edit is not enabled. 

Operational Risk 

Views 

ARCHER-15525 Print and export are not currently supported for 

Operational Risk Management custom objects. 

Operational Risk 

Views 

ARCHER-16613 Resizing the columns on the Metric grid takes 

the user to the top of the screen. 

Operational Risk 

Views 

ARCHER-20117 In the Operational Risk Management Self-

Assessment application, users cannot edit 

comments. 
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Packaging ARCHER-18138/ 

19920 

An Unhandled Exception during package 

installation occurs in CAST fields. 

Questionnaires ARCHER-16649 In Internet Explorer 11, when adding Question 

fields to a Questionnaire through the Layout tab 

in Application Builder, the fields are listed in a 

very small box. 

Record Browser ARCHER-20125 In certain circumstances, the workflow error 

message does not appear for users in User 

Action nodes when an error occurs. 

Record Browser ARCHER-20062 In the Record Browser, users with Read and 

Update rights do not see the Edit Record button. 

Record Browser ARCHER-19987 The tab key does not function correctly in a 

custom editor associated with a field. 

Record Browser ARCHER-19985 In Firefox, the Select All checkbox is not 

selected after the first click. 

Record Browser ARCHER-19752 A cross-reference field that references the 

second level of a leveled application cannot be 

edited in the Record Browser through inline edit. 

Record Browser ARCHER-17704 In the Record Browser, hierarchical values list 

values appear on one line, which can be hard to 

read. 

Record Browser ARCHER-14907 In the Column view of a leveled application, 

scroll locations are not preserved for the levels 

upon exiting a record. 

Record Browser ARCHER-14849 In the Record Browser, hierarchical values lists 

can only be filtered at the top-level. Filter results 

do return all levels. 
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Scheduler ARCHER-16605 Making rapid changes to a Scheduler 

appointment in quick succession causes an 

error.  

Workaround: 

After dragging and dropping the appointment, 

wait for the change to apply before making 

another change. 

Search and Search 

Results 

ARCHER-20078 In Internet Explorer 11, an exception is thrown 

when a user tries to cancel the modify search 

criteria window. 

Services, UI ARCHER-19870 When a user session expires, a message 

sometimes appears stating that the system has 

been unable to save session state rather than 

being automatically redirected to the login page.  

Workaround: 

Refresh the page. 

Task-driven landing 

screen, Workspaces 

and Dashboards 

ARCHER-14703 Users with read-only access to RSA Archer 

GRC content cannot re-order workspaces using 

the Show All button. 

Training and 

Awareness 
ARCHER-14306 After users have failed a Training and 

Awareness quiz, they are unable to delete the 

questions and save. 

Workaround: 

Save the quiz before you delete any questions. 

Usability ARCHER-14998 In Safari, when copying fields, moving between 

tabs disables the Alias field. 

Usability ARCHER-15456 When the section divider line on the record page 

is close to the Add New and Lookup features in 

some fields, it can be accidentally collapsed. 
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User Admin and 

Preferences 

ARCHER-13566 The Session Timeout Warning appears and 

remains when the user interacts with the UI 

seconds before the warning was to appear. 

Workspaces and 

Dashboards 

ARCHER-20119 If a Canvas iView uses a dark theme, the text 

stays black which makes the iView harder to 

read.  

Workspaces and 

Dashboards 

ARCHER-19897 In some multi-report iViews, the drop-down list 

for the iViews extends across the whole width of 

the iView. 

Workspaces and 

Dashboards 

ARCHER-16739 The arrow position buttons that change the 

display order of solutions in the selected pane of 

the Display option in the Solution Content 

section do not function correctly. 

Workaround: 

Move the first solution to the second position 

first by selecting it, and then clicking on the 

Down Arrow. 

Workspaces and 

Dashboards 

ARCHER-20175 Saving an iView with an existing iView name 

results in a blank screen for the popup, forcing 

the user to refresh the page and start again. 
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Documentation Errata in Release 6.1 

This section lists errors and updates to the RSA Archer GRC 6.1 Documentation only. 

Installing the Latest Online Documentation 

The Online Documentation zip file provided on RSA Link contains the latest information. You 

can update your system so that this information is accessible from the UI Help button. 

Note: This task is for RSA Archer GRC 6.1 English language environments only. 

1. Download the Online Documentation zip file from RSA Link at 

https://community.rsa.com/docs/DOC-41282. 

2. Move the zip file to your RSA Archer GRC Web Servers. 

3. On the server, delete all the files in the <Install_dir>\Help\EN\HTML-Help folder,  

where <Install_dir> is the installation location of your website. 

4. Extract the zip file, and copy the extracted files into the <Install_dir>\Help\EN\HTML-Help 

folder. 

Installing Plan of Action & Milestones 

The RSA Archer GRC 6.1 Online Documentation incorrectly states in the Plan of Action & 

Milestones use case topic, "Installing POA&M", that Assessments and Authorization is a 

prerequisite. In the topic, the step to reinstall packages can be skipped because there are no 

prerequisites. 

Note: This issue is fixed in the Online Documentation zip file located on RSA Link. For more 

information, see Installing the Latest Online Documentation. 

 

https://community.rsa.com/docs/DOC-41282


 

Configure SSL with Workflow Service in RSA Archer 6.1 and 6.1.0.1 

 
To enable secure communication between the Advanced Workflow service and the server, perform 
the following procedure on each system that provides the RSA Archer Workflow Service. 
 
Procedure 

1. Generate a valid x509 certificate with a matching issued name to the accessing resources 
name.  

2. Determine which port will run Workflow in secure transport mode.  

Important: Do not use 8000 and 8001.  

3. Modify the Workflow service configuration as follows:  
a. Make a copy of the following file:  

<Installdirectory>\Services\Workpoint\conf\templates\WpServiceHost.exe.config  

Note: The install directory is usually Program Files/RSA Archer. 

b. Edit the following file:  

<Installdirectory>\Services\Workpoint\conf\templates\WpServiceHost.exe.config  

c. Search for the following file: 

http://%ServerAddress%:%ServerHttpPort%/workpoint/rest.  

d. Replace all occurrences (23 in total) with https and the hard coded port.  

Example: https://%ServerAddress%:8443/workpoint/rest 

Note: Verify that the only occurrences to replace match the string in step 3c 
exactly. If more than 23 are replaced, you must revert your changes.  

e. Search for the following string: 

<binding name="jsonBinding"  

f. Insert the highlighted line before </binding> as shown below:   
<binding name="jsonBinding" allowCookies="true" transferMode="Streamed" 
maxBufferSize="512000" maxBufferPoolSize="0" 
maxReceivedMessageSize="524288000" sendTimeout="00:02:00" 
receiveTimeout="00:02:00" 
contentTypeMapper="Workpoint.BPM.WcfExtensions.RawContentMapper, 
WorkpointBPMServer, Version=%WpVersion%, Culture=neutral, 
PublicKeyToken=e4f917c3e3b070de">  
<readerQuotas maxDepth="100" maxStringContentLength="524288000" 
maxArrayLength="524288000" maxBytesPerRead="32768" 
maxNameTableCharCount="524288000" />  
<security mode="Transport" />  
</binding>  

g. Search for the following string:  

<binding name="longJsonBinding"  

h. Insert the highlighted line before </binding>, as shown below:  
<binding name="longJsonBinding" allowCookies="true" 
transferMode="Streamed" maxBufferSize="512000" maxBufferPoolSize="0" 
maxReceivedMessageSize="524288000" sendTimeout="00:20:00" 
receiveTimeout="00:20:00" 
contentTypeMapper="Workpoint.BPM.WcfExtensions.RawContentMapper,  
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WorkpointBPMServer, Version=%WpVersion%, Culture=neutral, 
PublicKeyToken=e4f917c3e3b070de">  
<readerQuotas maxDepth="100" maxStringContentLength="524288000" 
maxArrayLength="524288000" maxBytesPerRead="32768" 
maxNameTableCharCount="524288000" />  
<security mode="Transport" />  
</binding>  

4. If a new certificate has been chosen to import from file, install the certificate as follows:  
Note: The certificate must be installed in the Personal store for the computer account.   

a. Copy the certificate to the server that hosts the Advanced Workflow service.  

b. In the Certificate window, on the General tab, copy the hostname in the Issued field.  

Note: The issued hostname is used for URL rewrite and the Archer Control Panel. 

c. Double-click the certificate. 

d. Click Install Certificate.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

e. Select Local Machine and click Next.   
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f. Select Place all certificates in the following store. 
g. In the certificate store window, select Personal store.  
h. Click OK.  
i. Click Finish.  

 
 

5. Register the certificate as an SSL certificate as follows:  
a. Double-click the certificate.  

b. On the Details tab, copy the Thumbprint.  

c. Remove all spaces and hidden Unicode characters from the hash.  

d. Use the following command in Command Prompt to replace <port> and <hash> with 
the port from step 2 and the hash value from step 5c. Remove any question marks 
displayed before the hash. 

netsh http add sslcert ipport=0.0.0.0:<port> certhash=<hash> certstorename=My 
appid={aa910ced-4811-477a-a4ee-fb86b5f8e5c8}  

6. In the Archer Control Panel, on the Installation Settings tab, modify the value for the Workflow 
Host or Load Balancer URL with the URL for the workflow service using the hostname copied 
from the certificate as the server address. Specify https and the new port for which the service 
is running under.  
Note: This setting only requires an update on one machine. Multi-hosted environments share 
Archer Control Panel settings through the configuration service. 

7. On each web server providing the RSA Archer Web Services, configure URL rewrite.  
a. Open Internet Information Services (IIS) Manager.  

b. Select the Server node from the left menu.  

c. Select URL Rewrite. 

d. In the Rules, select RSAArcherAdvancedWorkflow. 

e. Modify the Rewrite URL to specify the hostname copied from the certificate as the 
server address.  
Example: If archerlab-ALD001-CA is the serveraddress on the certificate, then the 
URL rewrite is https://archerlab-ALD001-CA:port/workpoint/rest/{R:1}. 

8. Restart the Advanced Workflow service on each server. 

9. Restart IIS, as follows: 
a. Open Command Prompt. 

b. Enter: 

iisreset  
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